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Abstract: Recently in Indonesia, social media have been chosen as a campaign tools with a segment targeting technology users. The question then arises about how the campaign participants position social media in their campaign activities. This study applied semiotic approach to deepen on how the positioning trend would be. Social media is tended to be used as merely an image concern and highlighted the track record, while on the engagement dimension, monolog model and management by a team had been a practical choice. As facility dimension, social media had been a tool to deliver any ideas. While on dimension motive, social media is used as a self image facility, also actually a tool to strike down the opponents. This study showed that social media utilization trend had remained to be used for the sake of winning, there had not been a broader aspect regarding education and democracy capacity affirmation.

1 INTRODUCTION

A campaign in this case was examined in relation to social media use as a facility to look for political support, as many candidates started to enjoy it (see, for example, the study by Wibowo and Utari, 2009; Ardha, 2014; Frentasia, 2012).

However, the regulation of this kind of campaign have not been adequately regulated and supervised. Thus, it is still overly problematic within electoral politics dynamic. The question on how to control the social media in which it is very easy to access, having large coverage, and easier to distribute by everyone, either officially included within campaign team structure or other parties. Controlling social media is not as easy as controlling conventional campaign since its easiness accessibility by various parties and ironically its control is very weak.

This study would answer the major question on how actually social media positioning trend has been during campaign period by the candidates. The fact is the increase number of success team who use social media to win with an amazing result (see, for example, Caplan, 2013; Biswas, et.al., 2014; Karlsen and Enjolras, 2016; Filimonov, et.al., 2016; Gilmore and Howard, 2013; Stieglitz, et.al, 2012; Apuke and Apollos, 2017). Using social for promotion and negation can be quickly, easily, and cheaply conducted via social media (see, for example, Vergeer and Hermans, 2013; Aine, 2016). Although it does not mean it effective, this study can illustrate how social media usage framework placed during campaign

2 METHOD

This study used qualitative method by applying semiotic approach. Sobur (2009) quoted Sudibyo, Hamad, and Qodari stated that there are three dimensions in semiotic study, particularly social one; they are field of discourse, tenor of discourse, and mode of discourse. This study would review the messages delivered by all governor and vice governor candidates in social media. The review time setting would be during the campaign period held between February and April 2017.
3 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Bangka Belitung (Babel) Island Province consists of seven regencies/municipality, they are Pangkal Pinang, Bangka, Central Bangka, West Bangka, South Bangka, Belitung, and East Belitung. Political party configuration in this province is relatively a derivative of political party in national level. Governor election in 2017 was the fourth definitive governor election.

In 2017 Governor Election, there were four candidate couples competing, they were the candidate couple having serial number 1 Yusron Ihza and Yusroni Yazid (YY), number 2 Rustam Effendi and M. Irwansyah (Babel Rumah Kite), number 3 Hidayat Arsani and Sukirman (Beriman), and number 4 Erzaldi Rosman and Abdul Fattah (Berkah). All couples competed under the law UU No. 10 Year 2016 in which one of them regulates all matters regarding campaign stipulation. However, the campaign in social media is not specifically regulated but merely reporting social media’s account officially used by candidates. This study analyzed social media content used by four candidates.

3.1 Media of Discourse

The studies on social media indeed showed much on the user tendency in using all three social media mentioned (see, for example, Newman, 2010), though some studies abroad showed much more variations, for example: the use of Youtube, Vlog, Website, and others. Nevertheless, Facebook was more widely used by society in various age group and profession (compare to Smith, 2011). In addition to its easiness, the content that could be used also has variation with more various option menus. During the campaign period, Facebook accounts were the most milling about as campaign media in social media rather than other social media.

The variance of candidates in social media account noted that several accounts managed directly by using candidates’ name, some of them were accounts that have team work characteristics. The interesting thing the governor candidates’ name is generally used more as candidate trademark, while social media movement of vice governor candidate was relatively limited during campaign period.

3.2 Field of Discourse

Field of discourse is defined as what is being spoken or becoming major focus wishing to be delivered. In this study, field of discourse was understood as what the key message wanted to be delivered.

Based on social media review used by candidates, field of study was generally focused on every candidate couples’ imaging. The candidate conducted socialization to people which contained a positive remark of themselves. Nevertheless, in some posts, some comments intended to deliver negative information distribution interest about other candidates also emerged.

For YY couple, social media was largely used to deliver Yusron’s background and track record as an experienced official in national level. The experience of long staying in Japan was also connected to his readiness to be a local leader. Smart and qualified image had been the choices conveyed in mass media.

The Facebook status from ‘Community of Young Bangka Belitung with YY’, explains that Dr. Yusron was a former member of the Republic of Indonesia Parliament for 2 Period, and he was also believed to be the Indonesian ambassador to Japan and has full authority over the kingdom of Japan. ‘Smart people choose No1, i am smart voter YUSRON AND YUSRON!’

While for Babel Rumah Kite, social media was fully contained with providing explanations about their success during their governor period. Rustam was the governor incumbent and re-nominated himself for the second period. The image as a common people and the closeness to president Jokowi:
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Figure 1: Incumbent candidate

The message contained:

‘from the beginning I became a Governor, I understood that Bangka Belitung lacked electricity, so I lobbied the central government to help, and thank God for the prayer of the people in Babel, I was able to convince Mr. Jokowi as a president, and people eventually got an additional 2x25 MW of electricity’

As for Beriman couple, they focused on local development discourse and related to development in economy. As a businessman figure, Hidayat Arsani has been known as public figure who is wealthy through his business. Therefore, he has welfare issue to play in social media. The diction
sentence in a matter of employment and education was his major selling in many social media. The following was one of Hidayat Arsani post stated:

"...look for leaders who build and open jobs for their people by using personal money and not APBD money. Look for what has been proven for us, not unproven. 3 finger believers greetings must be our choice’, HONEST, EXPRESS, AND ANTI CORRUPTION. ‘REMEMBER DATE 15, choose number 3, Free for education and health”

Berkah couple itself build an image as the experienced figures in the regency they led and herd the society to assume their similar capacity in leading the province. The religious image was also shown by this couple. Berkah diction itself was related to someone and the creator. Moreover, this couple also built an image as close to the needy people.

The message contained:

‘...Blessing Babel Island, in the name of GOD, both of us, I and Pak Abdul Fattah will progress in the 2017 Babel Election event as governor and vice governor. This intention was also based on my experience as the middle Bangka regent and Fatah as the former secretary of Belitung. TOWARD THE NEW BABEL...’

The discourses constructed above were generally more to self image aspect and with very little content regarding the big dream they would carry. In fact, social media was used as a tool to build popularity through candidates’ track record, rather than a tool to communicate and educate on what they would do if they were elected.

3.3 Tenor of Discourse

Tenor of discourse is the people talked about and involved in the discourse delivered. Data found in candidates’ social media showed that candidate figures were generally the key focus in the messages delivered. Indeed, this referred to a hope that candidates must be positively perceived, thus it could emerge popularity to win the electability. Meanwhile, other parties generally involved were sympathizers and among the parties themselves.

There were two models used within this tenor of discourse, direct model of candidate and using other key figure by directly using an account other than candidate that was certainly the success team or candidate winning team.

YY couple visually presented Yusron figure and his couple with a uniqueness in which many other parties even posted this candidate profile and provided a kind of testimony about them ‘by design’. The following was a post from one of YY couple supporter named Rasti Jayanti in her Facebook:

‘...while in Japan, Yusron was not an ordinary student. This is evidenced by its existence, including having been a campus correspondent for Tokyo for 7 years, being a researcher at the Tsukuba Advanced Research Alliance, being a lecturer at Nihon University, Japan, as well as a Japanese Justice Department political consultant. The most phenomenal is that when accompanied by doctoral Yusron managed to create phenomenal achievements by defeating the theory of Flying Geese Model from a famous Japanese Professor who is proud of the world. This is really AMAZING.

Whereas Babel Rumah Kite couple used many monolog styles directly from candidate in a form of informative and reflective post. Rustam Effendi as a governor candidate was much rised up by giving statements. For example, his statement regarding recent flood disaster in West Bangka Regency. His Facebook post stated:

‘...I also concerned about the flood that hit our brother in West Bangka Regency. I urge people to be aware of the threat of flooding. I also asked all the officers, both the SAR, Tagana and volunteers to continue to monitor developments in the field...#Babelourhome #2 fingergreeting #GREATBABEL...’

As for Beriman couple, they were used even more posts from other account to this couple’s official one. The following was one example of account posts regarding Beriman couple.

There were two models used within this tenor of discourse, direct model of candidate and using other key figure by directly using an account other than candidate that was certainly the success team or candidate winning team.

YY couple visually presented Yusron figure and his couple with a uniqueness in which many other parties even posted this candidate profile and provided a kind of testimony about them ‘by design’. The following was a post from one of YY couple supporter named Rasti Jayanti in her Facebook:

‘...while in Japan, Yusron was not an ordinary student. This is evidenced by its existence, including having been a campus correspondent for Tokyo for 7 years, being a researcher at the Tsukuba Advanced Research Alliance, being a lecturer at Nihon University, Japan, as well as a Japanese Justice Department political consultant. The most phenomenal is that when accompanied by doctoral Yusron managed to create phenomenal achievements by defeating the theory of Flying Geese Model from a famous Japanese Professor who is proud of the world. This is really AMAZING.

Whereas Babel Rumah Kite couple used many monolog styles directly from candidate in a form of informative and reflective post. Rustam Effendi as a governor candidate was much rised up by giving statements. For example, his statement regarding recent flood disaster in West Bangka Regency. His Facebook post stated:

‘...I also concerned about the flood that hit our brother in West Bangka Regency. I urge people to be aware of the threat of flooding. I also asked all the officers, both the SAR, Tagana and volunteers to continue to monitor developments in the field...#Babelourhome #2 fingergreeting #GREATBABEL...’

As for Beriman couple, they were used even more posts from other account to this couple’s official one. The following was one example of account posts regarding Beriman couple.
are no doubt ‘said Andi Lana to the residents of Belitung...’

In the tenor of discourse aspect, the candidates generally used two major patterns, they were monolog style as if organizing their own account, and post style by involving other party to emphasize information about to be proclaimed for public. The formal language also showed that a post was seriously organized by certain people outside of the candidate for the sake of image.

The following was one of arguments to show social media indication organized by a team:

Figure 4: Candidate no.2 by incumbent

First picture (status) translation:
‘...I salute and so proud of the PDI cadres for their immediate response to help flood victims in Muntok City and its surroundings. Party cadres immediately moved quickly to help people repair the broken bridges, distribute rice, instant noodles, and others. in addition, free medical treatment continues to be carried out with Rudi Center at points affected by floods...’

Second picture (status) translation:
‘...It is planned that the Indonesian President Joko Widodo will inaugurate 6 (six) major projects that have been completed in Babel. This was conveyed by Rustam Effendi when he was in touch with the people of Airitam Pangkalpinang, Tuesday night...’

These statuses above were posted by different accounts; however, they were under the same names. The posts were each other different in the content, i.e., the left post had direct private account motive and the right one was used to deliver information having ‘other people’ motive under the private name account.

3.4 Mode of Discourse

Mode of discourse referred to as how the messages were delivered by communicator and how the style was. This study identified sentence diction conveyed. Based on the data review found, it was discovered that the trend of discourse was relatively various conveyed, started from figurative language to hide the real meaning, to the sentence diction explicitly, and directly targeted the expected thing.

YY couple combined both of styles. In several posts, this couple firmly used invitation language to choose them also used implicit sentence to reveal Yusron ‘class level’

As for Babel Ramah Kite couple, they used more figurative sentences and less affirmative in asking the voters through social media. The language style was more reflective and tended to be defensive by presenting explanatory issues on every issue they lifted up. The following was a post from Rustam about tourism in his Facebook:

‘...tourism in one of the upcoming Bangka Belitung mainstay sectors, efforts to realize tourism as proven by rising of Belitung’s Special Economic Zone (SEZ) by President Jokowi. After being successful in Belitung, I sought similar areas in Bangka. The plan to propose the Bangka SEZ in the Matras tourism area to Pantai Rebo will be a priority. The hope is that the regional economy can be lifted again after a weak economy...’

In Berkah couple, the sentence choice was more informative in terms of the couple activities. An invitation to vote would be more implicit.

Figure 5: Candidate no.4

‘...Sana In Corpore Sano, in a healthy body there is a strong soul. This is what I emphasize for the young generation of Bangka to be more active in sports competitions including football. Alhamdulillah, aside from being given the opportunity to say a couple of remarks, I was also given the opportunity to hand over trophies to the winners of the Youth Cup tournament in Kelumbi, West Bangka. I will hold a similar tournament in the near future as a place for energetic and sporty young men...’

Based on social media review to fourth candidates above, it could be seen that language trend used was relative various. A direct and implicit style appeared to be the motive chosen. This study saw offensive character tended to be had by a candidate who was not an incumbent or being lead, while the opponent would tend to be defensive.
3.5 Motive of Discourse

Motive of discourse in this study was understood as a main goal intended to be conceived by candidates via social media. Within four candidates, it could be seen that though their goal was to increase electability; however, social media use was constructed in the certain motive frame.

In YY couple, social media was intended to create perception that this couple was smart, qualified, and experienced. There was a post from YY couple showing that YY criticized the policy that had not been optimum for Babel society welfare.

While for Babel Rumah Kite couple, social media was presented as an arena to reassure that their couple had been proved. The post contented much explained about his success in developing conducive economic climate.

As for Beriman couple, they used social media as a motive to delegitimate the recent condition occurred in constructing ideal leadership image for society.

As for Berkah couple, social media was a tool to build informative public perception on many candidates’ ideas. More monolog post was chosen as a means to build perception. In addition, religious image was one of motives wishing to be built by this couple through their posts.

Therefore, it could be concluded that social media for candidate was positioned in various motives. Review on social media use as a campaign tool in this study was simplified as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>User Couple</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Media of Discourse</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>1, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>2, 3, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field of Discourse</td>
<td>Imaging</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Track record</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenor of Discourse</td>
<td>Monolog</td>
<td>2, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Team</td>
<td>1, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode of Discourse</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>2, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Offensive</td>
<td>1, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defensive</td>
<td>2, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motive of Discourse</td>
<td>Self image</td>
<td>2, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Opponent image</td>
<td>1, 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 : The Dimension, Characteristic, and User

One of the underlying problems in social media in a campaign was the campaign official inability to perform deep investigation on practices potentially disturbed election operation, at least diminished democratic quality through several social media having smell as imaging. Tambini, et.al (2017) stated that the recent social media as post-truth politics (compare to Gunn, 2017). Thus, this research said that there was a tendency of social media use in governor election to be directed into more pragmatic interests; it had not been ideologic, though not all of them contained hoax.

Social media had remained positioned as a tool to achieve electoral interest, especially on how to influence voters through arenas of image, delegitimization, reflection and others as the major orientation and was not as a tool to educate public.

However, several literature reviews and studies of social media conducted so far have generally discussed the role of social media in the vortex of electoral politics, whether as a marketing tool, arena and platform for discussion, debating, critiquing or sharing, broadcasting politically-related activities, agenda-setting, persuading, influencing, and mobilizing voters (see, i.e, Norris, 2003; Muntean, 2015; Enli, 2016; Filimonov, Uta, and Jakob, 2016; Stier, Arnim, Haiko & Markus, 2018). However, most of those studies tend to deepen analysis to one or two of social media only.

The position of this study eventually is in line with previous researches. It has enriched to the previous studies which elaborated to the role of social media. In this study, it turns out that the most widely use social media is Facebook.

The interesting things left from this study were the limited efforts to explore social media effectiveness in a campaign, especially for example on how much the coverage edited by and how much the influenced. On the other side, Stieglitz (2012) study emphasizing the importance of social media campaign related to e-participation.

At glance, social media was still perceived as a tool to proclaim an invitation to vote certain candidate, thus the future studies will need to discuss on how deep its contribution for social politic quality development in the middle of electoral interest tugging.

4 CONCLUSION

There are some interesting things. Firstly, the social media used relatively various; however, Facebook was the most popular one and mostly used in Indonesia, especially for low class society. Secondly, social media had remained limited for the use of image interest and accentuated candidates’
track record rather than demonstrated the ideas as where they would bring their region if someday they would have been elected. Social media was mostly filled with image jargon having very few vision and mission (compare to Hadji, 2016). Thirdly, there were two communication models performed by a candidate that was through monolog model and team model managed by other people having affiliation to promote the candidate. Fourth, social media was generally used with various language styles. Fifthly, social media application major motive was a positive self image and also used as a tool to drop the opponent’s image.

This study found that social media had remained limited in usage for the sake of electoral interest. Education and performance to ask public participation were not included. In the future, there will be leaving a gap to drive a study of social media effectivity in a campaign and to further probed on how the social media influence in expanding a participation movement based on cyberspace.
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